PACT
Physical Access Attitude Communication Training
Young People for Inclusion’s PACT Programme aims to improve the accessibility of services that disabled people use
and is delivered by young disabled people from Camden and surrounding boroughs.
By increasing their accessibility, organisations who take part in the programme will be better equipped to provide
services for people with disabilities.

What’s involved?
YPFI will carry out an audit of your organisation and look at:
-

How accessible your building, events, and information are.
Staff attitudes and disability awareness.
How easy it is for disabled people to work/volunteer for you.

Organisations that work with us to pass their audit will be issued with a PACT Pledge. Your details will be added to
our online database and you can promote your new status with local media coverage, promotional material and
online content.

What is the aim of PACT?
The long term aim of PACT is to provide disabled people in London with services and organisations that they feel
confident accessing, promoting choice and inclusion. This will improve their independence and quality of life
allowing them to experience things just as any other person would do.
Making your business or organisation more ‘disability aware’ will help you reach out to new customers and service
users. Find out how you can do this by contacting us today!

“Along with providing thought provoking training for our staff & volunteers, they also helped us to see that big
improvements could be made to our accessibility with a little imagination and a tiny budget!”
“The help, support and advice from the team at YPFI has been amazing.”
“They are full of honest enthusiasm! Too often people get caught up in complaining about what is not working
rather than trying to find a solution. Young People for Inclusion are able to see the shortfalls and do something
about them, which is refreshing! I worked alongside them in different projects and always found them a very

useful and powerful voice. They would not only tell it like it is but they would also take matters in their own hands
and effect change.”

YPFI aims to stay in contact with organisations who receive this training to build enduring
and positive relationships. Through PACT, Young People for Inclusion hope to improve
their own lives and participate in a more knowledgeable and inclusive society.

Please contact YPFI to discuss your requirements and costs:
ypfi@elfridacamden.org.uk

020 7424 1601

http://www.ypfi.org.uk/

